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1. Underline all the pronouns in this poem. 

  I think mice are rather nice ; 

                     Their tails are long , their faces small ;  

                            They haven’t any chins at all . 

                     Their ears are pink , their teeth are white, 

                         They run about the house at night; 

                      They nibble things they shouldn’t touch,  

                      and ,no one seems to like them much, 

                          but , I think mice are rather nice.  

 

2. Fill in the blanks with the correct pronouns from the brackets . 

       1) Please give ______________ that book .(I / me) 

       2) Did she see ______________? (us / we ) 

       3 ) I took the papers from ____________. ( they / them ) 

       4) My  sister and  ______ went there .(I / me ) 

       5) What did __________ say about the movie ? ( they / them ) 

       6) They said _______ have  to wear the uniform .(us / we ) 

       7) What do ________ want from the cupboard ?( you / us ) 

       8) Tell ________ what happened at the picnic . (I / me ) 

       9) The spaceship took _________ both . ( it / them ) 

     10) Antartica is a continent . _______ is a very cold continent .( it/ his) 

      11) _________ hasn’t been coming to school for the last three days .(she/her ) 

       12)The children were happy to see _________. ( she/ them ) 

      13) If you want to become a writer __________ should read a lot .(she/you ) 
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       14) I met Alice yesterday.______ (she / her ) invited _______ ( I/me) to her house. 

       15) Jane has a cat . ________ (she / her ) likes to play with ________ (it / its ). 

      16)  My brother won the race . ________ ( him / he ) ran as fast as _______ ( him / he )                     

             could . 

 

3. Rewrite these sentences with pronouns instead of the underlined nouns . 

1. Satinder worked on his farm. Satinder drove the tractor. 

___________________________________________________________ 

2. Shiela was busy. Sheila cleaned the house. 

____________________________________________________________ 

3. Lata baked a cake . Lata and I ate the cake . 

_____________________________________________________________ 

4. Maliha bought a set of  crayons . Maliha used crayons to colour the drawings. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

5. Krishna is a plumber . Krishna repairs taps and pipes. 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Write the full forms of the following. 

1)   I’m -__________________ 

       2) They’re - ________________ 

       3) I’ ll -_____________________ 

       4) It’s - _____________________ 

      5) We’ve - ___________________ 

      6) You’ll - ____________________ 

      7 ) It’ll  - _____________________ 

      8 ) I’ve - ______________________ 
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